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FOREWORD

This symposium is part of the year-long celebration of the anniversary of the founding of the New Mexico Institute
of Mining & Technology. It wasestablished in 1889 as the New Mexico School of Mines in Socorro, nottoofar from
some of the operating mines of the area. Mining was important in those days, and it still is, although the emphasis
in New Mexico and the nation has shifted from mining metals and their ores to the production of the three primary
fossil fuels: coal, oil, and gas.

Much hashappened since 1889 when theoilbusiness wascentered in northwestern Pennsylvania where Colonel Drake
drilled the first oil well just 30 years before. Even in those pre-automobile days, there was a big demand for oil to
light the nation's lamps, and oil exploration moved across many parts ofthe Unit^ States. For example, an early Roclgr
Mountain oil discovery occurred exactly 100years agoat Salt Creeknear Casper, Wyoming. Commercial oil produc
tion began in New Mexico in the 1920's, and the School ofMines recognized ^e industry's need for specialists in
oilfield geology andthosefamiliar withdrilling anddrillingequipment. In 1930the school initiated a program in petro
leum engineering to complement existing programs.

For the next 50 years, petroleumtechnology continuedto advanceas the automobile evolved from a rich man's toy
to the primary transportationmethod for mostpeople in the U.S.A. Petroleumengineeringbecamea respectedprofes
sion, andB.S. degreescouldbe earnedat severalcolleges or universities. However,petroleum engineering enrollments
had their ups and downs, fluctuating with the price of crude oil and the worldwidesupplyand demand. When the price
of oil reached $40.00 per barrel and the Wall Street Journal reported that petroleum engineers enjoyed the highest
salariesof all new B.S. graduates, collegefi-eshmen rushed to sign on as petroleummajors. Indeed, from 1980to 1986
the Petroleum Engineering Department of the College Division had the largest undergraduateenrollment at New Mexico
Tech, and graduate research was makingsignificantadvances in petroleumtechnology. By that time two other divisions
of the school were involvedin many aspectsof petroleumproductionresearch and technology—the New MexicoBureau
of Mines and Mineral Resources and the New Mexico Petroleum Recovery Research Center.

Back in 1889, the produced oil was placed in SO-gallon wooden barrels in the field and hauled by horse and wagon
to distribution centers such as Casper, Wyoming, and Oil City, Pennsylvania. From there the oil was shipped to other
parts of the nation. Oil production was profitable, but operations were different from the high tech methods of today.
It was during this period that the 42-g^lon barrel became the standard unit ofmeasure for crude oil throughout the
world. Tradition has it that some oil always sloshed out of the 50-gallon wooden barrels during their rough trip from
the oil field to the distribution station (oil spills are not new!), but an average of 42 gallons usually remained. There
fore, payment was made on the basis of 42 gallons for each barrel of oil accepted for shipment.

The never-seen 42-gallon barrel as a unit of measure is one of the few things that has not changed in the last 100
years. There were no geophysicists or petroleum engineers in those days, and the first chemical engineering program
is also exactly 100 years old, having started at MIT in 1889. Oil finders used any information they had at the tune,
often lookmg for dome structures where oil and gas might be trapped. Speakers at this conference wiU describe modem
exploration tools that use computers to help interpret and display more information in seconds than a last-century geolo
gist might be able to acquire in years of hard work.

Colonel Drake found oil by drilling only 57 feet at Titusville, Pennsylvania, in 1859. Since then, his chum drilling
(or cable tool) method has given way almost exclusively to the efficient rotary drilling method. Until recently, most
of the holes were drilled straight down unless formations were targeted fi-om limited drill sites. At this conference
however, two of the five papers on drilling will discuss methods and applications of "horizontal drilling," the fast-
changing technology that opens much more of the reservoir for efficient oil and gas production.

In 100 years, the equipment made of wood has not only given way to high-strength steels, but special alloys and
exotic composite materials are needed for today's harsh petroleum production environments. For example, one of the
symposium authors describes the use of fiberglass for corrosion-free sucker rods to lift the valuable oil.

But this is not a symposium on the history of the petroleumindustry or the extensivechanges that have taken place.
It is a forum in which the best exploration,drilling, production, and reservoir engineeringmethodsare described with
emphasis on wherewe are, and to someextent, wherewe are headed.WhenNewMexicoTech was founded 100years
ago, coal supplied 90% of our nation's fossil energy needs. Today, oil and gas account for much more than half of
all our fuel requirements even though coal production has increased by more than four times. When bumed, all fossil
fuels add carbon dioxide and other pollutants to the atmosphere and some scientists worry that the added CO2 will
trap heat and slowly warm our planet. Fortunately, natural gas produces almost no acid rain and only half as much
CO2 as coal when bumed for energy. Therefore, gas will continue to displace coal as a primary energy source, and
somefuture petroleumengineersmay work harder on improvedgas productionmethodsthan on new oil recovery tech
niques.

Although newer energy sources such as nuclear (and possibly nuclear fusion) may become more important in the
next several decades, we will continueto depend on oil and gas, at least for another century. The petroleumhydrocar
bons are becoming increasinglyvaluableas raw materials for all sorts of petrochemicalsthat are made into useful prod
ucts. Thus, 100 years from now, petroleum may be prized again as a mineral, one which is too valuable to bum for
heat and power. At that time, the geologist,geophysicist, and especiallythe petroleumengineer will be neededto con
tinue improving the petroleum production techiiiques that were started way back in the 1800's.

Enjoy the papers.
On behalf of the Centennial Petroleum Symposium Committee,

Joseph J. Taber
Chairman
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The earth is three-dimensional and seismic
waves travel through the earth three-dimensionally.
In order to obtain a proper, accurate subsurface
structural and stratigraphic image, collection and
processing must also be performed three-
dimensionally. Design of the necessary data point
spacings over the whole prospect area is critical to the
survey's success. Three-dimensional migration not
only moves dipping reflectors to their correct
subsurface position but also increases horizontal
resolution approximately 10-fold. Vertical resolution
depends on the maintenance of a broad frequency
band during collection and processing and on proper
conditioning of the seismic wavelet. A 3-D seismic
survey yields a volume of data points whose
orthogonal spacings are around 10 x 15 x 23
meters. The mformation density in the data is thus
very great and the task of seismic interpretation is to
extract and understand it.

In order to confidently identify and then to
evaluate petroleum reservoirs with seismic data we
need the best data available. This means not only 3-D
data, but also careful wavelet processing and
amplitude preservation, and maximum signal-to-noise
ratio enhancement. We should employ the best
interpretation techniques too. This means using an
interactive workstation, making full and optimum use
of color display and employing methods of data
manipulation notnorm^ly considered partofa
seismic interpretation toolkit. Automatic horizon
tracking is not only a convenience but it accurately
tracks the maximum amplitude in the seismic
waveform which is generally the amplitude that an

interpreter of reservoir detail must have for his
analysis.

Petroleum reservoir identification is based
principally on the amplitude of the reflected seismic
signal. Many reservoirs show a high amplitude
expression but recognition of high amplitude is not
enough for positive identification. Coincidental
amplitudes and amplitude changes must be seen on
the reflections from the top and base of the reservoir
and they must fit many geometric constraints.
Understanding the phase of the seismic data is very
important because it controls the relationship of
amplitude to the reservoir interfaces under study.
Color display is critical. Fluid contact reflections are
especially diagnostic. Seismic identification of
reservoir fluids is effective for Tertiary rocks down to
at least 3000 meters. Gas is more seismically visible
than oil. However, many oil reservoirs contain enough
dissolved gas for the visibility of the oil to approach
that of free gas.

In order to get the most information out of 3-D
seismic data, an interpreter needs to utilize many
different kinds of seismic section. Vertical sections
through the data volume provide the normal seismic
perspective on the subsurface. Horizontal sections
provide a strike perspective and map-style view of
subsurface geology. In horizontal bedding these
horizontal sections are along bedding planes and
hence reveal spatial amplitude patterns directly
related to stratigraphic variations in that bed. They
look like views of ancient deposition similar to the
views of modern deposition one gets from the window



of an airplane. In the presence of structure the value
of slicing along one seismic reflection is the same but
the procedure involves automatic horizon tracking and
amplitude extraction. If the horizon tracked is
identified as a reservoir reflection and if the data are
zero-phase, then the resultant is a horizon slice over a
reservoir interface. This is a powerful produa for
studying reservoir properties. Color display is again
valuable for observing trends and patterns in the
spatially varying amplitude.

Horizonslices are usually generated over both
the top and base reservoir reflections. Similarity of
the amplitude patterns confirms that they are caused
principally by lateral variations within the reservoir.
There may be some lateral variations in the
embedding material above and below the reservoir
but the effect of these can be simply suppressed by
adding together the two horizon slices. The amplitude
patterns on the individual or composite horizon slices
can be interpreted in terms of the extent of reservoir
fluids, of variations in reservoir quality or of tuning. A
high amplitude lineation is interpretable as a tuning
phenomenon, indicating where the reservoir has a
thickness equal to the tuning thickness, if the lineation
follows structural strike and/or is parallel to the
downdip reservoir limit. With knowledge of the
reservoir time thickness and an understanding of the
tuning mechanism in the data, it is possible to edit out
the tuning effects to produce horizon slices or
composite horizon slices in detuned amplitude. For a
reservoir of low acoustic impedance relative to the
embedding medium, the normal stuation in the Gulf of
Mexico and similar environments, a high in detuned
amplitude means better reservoir quality. A lower
amplitude that is high on structure may indicate poor
reservoir connectivity. In order to be more
quantitative in the interpretation of amplitude,
calibration to well data is essential. Detuned amplitude
can then be expressed in terms of net-to-gross ratio,
porosity, or the product of the two. Calibration to well
data in a field of many wells can be performed either
with a single calibration factor, which implies a high
confidence in the seismic relative to the well data, or
local calibration factors at individual wells with spatial
interpolation between, which implies a high
confidence in the well data relative to the seismic.
Maps of net producible gas sand thickness or of
porosity are becoming increasingly common products
from 3-0 seismic studies.

The subjectcovered by this paper relies on
color for the interpretation methods and for the
display of illustrative examples. In order to
circumvent the need for color on this page, the reader
is referred to InterpreUtion of Three-
Dimeasional Seismic Data. AAPG Memoir 42.
Second Edition, AAPG, Tulsa. 1989. The presented
version of this paper will contain many case history
examples and most of these can be found in the above
reference.
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INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, the oil and gas Industry
has recorded a large number of vertical seismic
profiles (VSPs) In order to acquire Improved
structural, stratigraph1c and seismic calibration
information in the immediate vicinity of selected
study wells. As is the progressive nature of the
technology that the oil/gas Industry uses In its
exploration and development efforts, those companies
who actively use VSP data are continually striving
to find techniques whereby an increased volume of VSP
data can be recorded in a study well at minimal
additional cost. The Inverse VSP concept has been
developed to satisfy this objective.

Significant proaress is currently being made in
inverse VSP tecnnology, so it is essential that a
description of the equipment, field procedures and
)otent1al applications involved in this new type of
}orehole seismic measurement be available to the
industry. This documentation is particularly
important for those people who are responsible for
evaluating reservoirs for purposes of calculating
reserves in place, compiling data for unitization
arbitration, or plannina secondary recovery
)rocesses. Hopefully this paper will be a step in
lelping to disseminate this information throughout
the inaustry.

m INV^RS^ VSP CONCEPT

In forward VSP, a geophone is positioned at various
depths in a well in order to record the transmitted
and reflected waveflelds created by a seismic energy
source located on the surface of the earth. In
inverse VSP, the spatial positions of the source and
receiver are reversed, with the source being
manipulated at various depths in a well and the
receiver(s) located on the surface of the earth. In
concept, the raypaths between source and receivers,
and consequently the travel times, are identical in
these two recording geometries, as shown in Figure
1. In addition, the subsurface coordinates of the
reflection points created by either measurement

References and illustrations at end of paper.

method coincide If the radiation patterns
created by the surface and borehole sources are
reasonably equivalent.

One advantage of the Inverse VSP approach, compared
to the conventional, or forward VSP, is that ii is
easier and more economical to deploy receivers at a
large number of surface locations than it is to
deploy seismic energy sources. Thus the fundamental
desire of the VSP user community - to acquire more
data at little or no Increase in cost and
acquisition time - is satisfied with the inverse VSP
technique.

HISTORICAL PROBLEMS WITH BOREHOLE SEISMIC SOURCES

For many years, geophysicists have proposed and
attempted to record seismic information by placing
energy sources in deep wells. In fact, a borehole
source was mentioned in the oriainal, famous seismic
Imaging patent issued to Fessenden (1917). An
illustration from that patent is shown in Figure 2.
Additional borehole source proposals and develop
ments have been reported by several American and
European researchers such as Weatherby (1936), Bois
et al. (1971, 1972), Butler and Curro (1981). and
Parrott (1980). Soviet qeophysicists nave also made
considerable use of borehole energy sources.
GaVperin (1974) refers to this technique as "the
inverted seismic well shooting method" or
"torpedoing". In these Soviet applications, the
borehole source is usually some type of explosive.

In liqht of the large number of Investigations made,
and the long period of time during which people have
attempted to perfect borehole sources, it is not
obvious why inverse VSP has taken so long to become
a viable technology.

One major hurdle that most of these sources have not
overcome is that, although they create a robust
direct arrival event and provide a valid travel
time measurement between source and receiver, the
signal-to-noise character of the response following
the direct arrival is not adequate for reflector
identification, offset imaging, prediction ahead
of the bit, and other Important VSP applications.

9
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Two factors that contribute to this basic short
coming of many borehole sources are: (1) the
sources generate tube waves, and (2) when the energy
output is adjusted to a level that results in no
physical damage to the well, the signal portion of
the wavefield is too weak to achieve some imaging
objectives. Each of these problem areas will be
explored in the following sections.

TUBE WAVES

Tube waves are one of the most damaging noises that
can occur in borehole seismic measurements, whether
the geometry involved is forward or inverse VSP.
Strenuous efforts, such as lowering the fluid level in
the well or increasing the source offset distance,
are taken to prevent surface seismic sources from
coupling energy into the fluid column of a well
where a VSP receiver is to record data. However,
when an energy source is directly inserted into the
fluid column of a well, as it is in an inverse VSP,
it is much more difficult to avoid establishing tube
waves in the source well.

As a tube wave propagates along the trapped wave
guide of the fluid column, it creates secondary body
wave sources at each impedance contrast that it
encounters. The amplitude of each of these
secondary wavefields is proportional to the
magnitude of the impedance contrast that created it.
A diagram illustrating this phenomenon is shown in
Figure 3.

The repeated, overlapping wavefields from these
secondary sources create a complicated composite
wavefield that is difficult to process or interpret.
An example of a wavefield generated by an airgun
in a deep, fluid-filled well and recorded in a
crossborehole tomography test is shown in Figure 4.

The composite wavefield created in this experiment
is dominated by the time-delayed secondary
compressional and shear wavefields that are created
as the tube wave reverberates between the airgun and
the bottom of the source well. Each time the tube
wave reflects downward from the base of the airgun
and upward from the bottom of the well, a secondary
compressional and shear wavefield is created at each
of these impedance contrasts. It is difficult

impossible ?) to extract primary reflection events
rom this wavefield because the numerous, strong,

secondary direct arrivals overwhelm the weaker
reflection wavefield.

Thus, a fundamental requirement of a borehole energy
source used for inverse VSP applications is that it
must not create tube waves. Whenever tube waves are
present, a severe signal-to-noise situation exists
in that the signals (i.e. reflection events) are
hidden by strong noise (i.e. time-delayed, direct
arrivals from secondary sources).

ENERGY OMTPUT

Sources used in inverse VSP applications must be
capable of creating adequate signal-to-noise wave-
field conditions at propagation distances of several
thousands of meters in order to provide an offset
imaging capability in deep wells. For this reason,
an impulsive type of borehole source must generate
either a single, high amplitude output wavelet
capable of propagating long distances, or a series
of low amplitude repetitive and equivalent output
wavelets that can be summed to generate a robust
shot wavelet at appreciable source-to receiver
distances.

Either of these source requirements is faced with
some pitfalls. If the impulsive source is designed
so as to generate a high amplitude shot wavelet,
then it is difficult to avoid physically damaging
the borehole, the casing, or the cement bond. Tnis
problem is further discussed in the following
section. If a repetitive, low amplitude design
concept is used, it is difficult to achieve adequate
signal-to-noise conditions at large propagation
distances. In order for this type of source to
work, a large number of shots must be summed.
This summation requires so much time to record the
response from a single source position, that this
type of source is not economically attractive.

ENERGY OUTPUT AND BOREHOLE DAMAGE

Borehole damage problems can be segregated into the
three general types of borehole environments where a
source may be operated; that being (1) open, uncased
portions of a well, (2) cased and uncemented
intervals, and (3) cased, cemented sections. In
wells where the casing and cement bonds are weakened
due to age, hostile environment, or physical abuse,
no borehole source, regardless of design, can be
considered to be completely safe. Any physical
distortion of such casing, however small, can
possibly result in casino and cement rupture. A
myraid of problems can then result, not the least of
which would be potential violation of government
regulations requiring that certain formations in the
drilled section remain isolated from each other.

OPEN, UNCASED BOREHOLES

In general, borehole sources should not be used in
any uncased section of a deep well because the risk
of a stuck tool and the resuUant expensive fishing
is too great. The risk is twofold. First, the
likelihood of differential pressure sticking is high
if the source has an appreciable physical size and
creates a largfe contact area with the formation, or
if it physically ruptures the protective mud cake
when it operates. Second, the seismic disturbance
created by the source may be strong enough in the
immediate vicinity of the source to produce a caving
and sloughing action that rigidly wedges the device.

In order to use a source in an uncased interval, the
potential value of the data must outweigh the risk
of a lost tool and the expense of fishing. To
minimize the sloughing risk, a low energy, long
sweep time, vibratory source is more attractive than
is an Impulsive source because the vibrator creates
the smaller local seismic displacement. However,
vibrator sources that are capable of generating
robust wavefields tend to be rather sizeable devices
and thus have a greater likelihood of differential
pressure sticking than does a smaller impulsive
source.

CASED. UNCEMENTED BOREHOLES

In cased sections of a well, the possibility of
differential pressure sticking no longer exists, and
the physical size of the borehole source is no
longer as serious a problem as it is in open hole
operations. The principal issues now center on
whether or not the local particle displacement
created by the source is large enough to overstress
the casing, and whether or not this source displace
ment adequently couples through the casing to the
formation.

10
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The general rule regarding protection of the casing
Is that the source displacement should be as small
as possible. This requirement again suggests that a
vibratory type source Is preferred over an Impulsive
source because the Impulsive source Is active for
only a few tens of mlllseconds and must, therefore,
create a large local particle displacement In order
to produce a total radiated energy wavefield that Is
equivalent to that which a low energy vibrator would
produce during a long sweep cycle. The continuous,
low displacement created by a vibrator is less
likely to produce casing damage than is the short
period, high displacement amplitude created by an
impulsive source.

An important issue concerning source operation in a
cased, uncemented environment is the vector
direction of the particle displacement created by
the source. The particle displacement within the
casing can be axial, tangential, or radial. If the
casing is uncemented, and there is a fluid filled
annulus between the casing and formation, the axial
and tangential casing displacements cannot couple to
the formation since they reouire that a shear motion
be transmitted through the fluid annulus.

A radial displacement of the casing locally behaves
as an outward compressional motion that easily
transmits through the fluid annulus. Thus, if the
vibrator design is dependent on imparting either
axial or tangential movement to the casing, it will
likely not create appreciable body waves in the
formation. Therefore, a vibrator design that
creates primarily radial displacement of the casing
is highly desirable.

An impulsive source invariably creates a consider
able amount of radial movement in the casing, and
such sources always exhibit good casing-to-
format ion coupling.

CASED. CEMENTED BOREHOLES

A wide range of sources can be considered when the
borehole is cased and properly cemented. Any source
that causes radial, tangential, or axial
displacement of the casing will also generate these
respective particle displacement fields in the
surrounding formation because of the elastic casing-
to-formation coupling provided by the cement
annulus. The main criteria that dictate source
selection are to use a source that does not create
tube waves and which does not overstress the fragile
casing-cement bond.

THE RESONANT. SWEPT-FREQUENCY BOREHOLE SOURCE

As pointed out in the preceding sections, a
well-designed, low energy, vibratory type borehole
source minimizes some of the difficulties of operating
a seismic source in a well. The vibrator design
shown in Figure 5 is one of the recent attractive
source concepts (Kennedy, et al., 1988).

This source is designed to work only in a fluid-
filled hole. In a fluid column, the two gas-filled
bladders create one strong reflecting interface
above the excitor section and a second, equally
strong Interface an equal distance below the
excitor.

The excitor creates a standing half wavelength ofEressure oscillation between these two gas-fluid
oundarles by ejecting small quantities of?ressurized water into the fluid column at a
requency equal to that required to establish

resonance. If the compressional velocity in the
borehole fluid is 4,800 ft/sec, and the bladders
are separated a distance of 120 feet, then the water
injection frequency needs to be 20 Hertz in order to
establish a resonating half-wavelength of pressure
oscillation between the two reflecting Interfaces.
The resonating fluid cavity between the two bladders
will then radiate a monochromatic 20 Hertz wavefield
into the surrounding formation.

As the bladders are moved slowly toward each other
by the bladder drives, the frequency of the water
injection pulses increases so that a half wavelength
of pressure resonance is maintained in the cavity
between the gas-fluid boundaries. For a
compressional fluid velocity of 4,800 ft/sec,
continuously decreasing the bladder separation from
120 feet to 15 feet causes the resonant frequency to
Increase continuously from 20 Hertz to 160 Hertz.
Because of the operating nature of this source, it
is called a resonant, swept-frequency oscillator.

An example of crosswell data recorded with this
source is shown in Figure 6. The source was kept at a
depth of 2,450 feet in one well as a 3-component VSP
geophone was raised from a depth of 6,000 feet up to
a depth of 500 feet in a second well that was 1,800
feet away. A single 20-150 Hz sweep was recorded at
intervals of 25 feet between these two depths in the
receiver well.

Several features of this recorded wavefield
demonstrate the attractiveness of this particular
source. First, the wavefield originates at the
single depth of 2,450 feet in the source well, and
there are no secondary, tubewave-generated sources
such as shown for the Impulsive source wavefield in
Figure 4. The gas bladders are evidently effective
barriers that prevent tube waves from propagating
away from the resonating cavity between the two gas-
fluid Interfaces. Thus, one of the most stringent
requirements of a borehole source, that it not
create tube waves, is satisfied by the resonant,
swept-frequency oscillator.

Second, the compressional and shear wavefields are
robust after traveling straight line distances
varying from 1,800 feet, when the receiver was at
the same depth (2,450 feet) as the source, to 4,000
feet, when the receiver was at a depth of 6,000
feet. Good signal-to-noise properties of the
wavefields exist even though only one sweep was
recorded at each receiver level. Summing several
sweeps per redever level should create robust
wavefields at source-receiver separations of several
kilometers. A few of the numerous reflection events
that could be measured by surface receivers in an
Inverse VSP geometry are labeled.

Third, the source creates low amplitude pressure
variations in the source well, and cement bond logs
run before and after the source tests indicate
that cemented zones are not adversely affected by
the source operation. Even though the pressure
resonance in the source cavity is a low amplitude
disturbance, the generated wavefields are robust
because the pressure oscillation is applied over a
large cylindrical area of the borehole.

The wavefields in Figure 6 demonstrate that the
resonant, swept-frequency oscillator is an excel1 ant
source for crosswell tomography imaging. Because
there are so many upgoing reflection events in the
wavefields, the source should also be effective in
Inverse VSP applications.

11
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THE DRILL BIT SOURCE

Probably the most novel Inverse VSP source is the
Idea of using the vibrations generated by an active
drill bit to record Inverse VSP data as a well is
being drilled (Rector, et al., 1988). The term
TOMEa 1s used as the commercial name for this t
of inverse VSP service. Because the seismic
disturbances created by a drill bit are low
amplitude and have poor signal-to-noise properties,
it is necessary to record and average the wavefield
for a long period of time in order to diminish
random noise and amplify the signal content.

This recording requirement is accomplished by means
of the data acquisition scheme shown in Figure 7.
The bit-generated wavefield travels as both a direct
and a reflected body wave to the surface receiver,
and in addition, the drill bit vibrations travel up
the drill string to sensors positioned on the swivel.

The response at the drill string reference sensor
and at the offset geophone array are recorded
continuously as the bit drills an arbitrarily
selected distance of 10, 20, or 30 feet, and the
onsite recording system continuously cross-
correlates these two responses to create the
composited data trace shown in the figure. As a
result. It may require 30 minutes or more of
recording and summing, depending on the penetration
rate of the bit, to create this desired output
trace. The composited trace shown In the diagram
represents the surface response of a seismic "shot"
originating from the center of the short, drilled
interval (10, 20, or 30 feet) that the bit traversed
as the data were recorded. An accumulation of these
traces over an extensive drilled interval comprises
a surface-recorded Inverse VSP wavefield. Such a
wavefield is shown in Figure 9.

It has already been pointed out that an advantage of
an Inverse VSP measurement is that It is faster and
more economical to capture data at a large number of
surface positions with receivers than it is with
standard seismic sources. The Inverse VSP drill bit
source offers additional advantages in that it
requires no instrumentation be downhole and thereby
cannot result in a fishing job to retrieve stuck
equipment, and the data are acquired in real drill
time and can be used in well deviation and
completion decisions. A list of potential
advantages of a drill bit inverse VSP compared to a
conventional forward VSP is given in Table I.

The key issue in using the drill bit as an Inverse
VSP energy source is to confirm that a high quality
wavefield can be recorded. Approximately 30 onshore
and offshore field tests have been made in the U.S.
to date with encouraging results. Two examples are
shown in Figures 8 and 9.

The two VSPCDP Images in Figure 8 compare the image
quality of a conventional, onshore offset VSP
the right
bit wavef

with the imagery achieved with a dr
eld (on the left

was recorded by an array o
2,500 feet from the wellhead. The source for the
forward VSP data consisted of two airguns in a water
filled pit that was also offset 2,500 feet from the
well. The downhole VSP geophone recorded this
airgun wavefield over the same depth interval of the
welT from which the drill bit wavefield was recorded
with the surface receiver array. Thus, the
two Images were recorded with equivalent, but
inverted, source-receiver geometries. By visual
comparison, the TOMEX data provide the same imaging
detail as does the widely accepted forward VSP
technique.

type

on

11
The TOMEX wavefield

' geophones positioned

The TOMEX wavefield in Figure 9 was recorded
offshore in 740 feet of water by placing a
hydrophone cable on the sea floor along the track
that a deviated well was to follow. The objective of
this marine Inverse VSP measurement was to provide
real-time checkshot information, so a conventional
airgun checkshot survey was performed after the well
was plugged back to confirm the accuracy of the
TOMEX first arrival times. A comparison of the
drill bit checkshot data and the conventional
checkshot survey is shown in Figure 10. This
comparison shown that the drill bit data provide
velocity information equivalent to that wnich can be
obtained with conventional sources.

These two data examples demonstrate that the TOMEX
concept can allow acceptable quality Inverse VSP
data to be recorded in a wide variety of conditions.

CONCLUSION

Although In its Infancy, Inverse VSP appears to
offer numerous advantages over conventional forward
VSP, primarily because of the ease and economy
Involved in working with surface receivers rather
than surface sources. The key requirement of a
successful implementation of Inverse VSP technology
Is the selection of an appropriate borehole energy
source. Two of the more promising sources are the
resonant, swept-frequency oscillator, which allows
inverse VSP measurements to be made in existing
cased wells, and the continuous recording and cross-
correlation of the vibrations created by an active
drill bit, which permits an Inverse VSP to be
recorded as a well is being drilled. Preliminary
field testing of these two borehole source
technologies has demonstrated that the wavef1elds
the sources create are adequate to allow most VSP
imaging objectives and data applications to be met.
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ANTICIPATED ADVAWTABES OF TOMEX OVER CONVENTIONAL VSP

TOHEX SURV^

♦♦Measured During Drilling

.Fine depth spacing (<10 ft).

.Predict ahead of Bit in real time.

.No lost rig time.

♦♦Downhole Drill Bit Source

.No downhole instrumentation.

.No borehole risk.

.No clamping or casing effects.

.No deviation, hole condition, or
temperature/pressure 1imitations.

♦♦Surface Geophone Receivers

.Can record data at many surface
locations inexpensively.

.Fewer problems with access/permitting
in:

..Forested areas.

..Environmentally sensitive areas.

..Rough topography.

..Transition zones.

♦♦Can bury geophones beneath
weathered layer for increased signal-
to-noise and bandwidth
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FORWARD VSP

♦♦Acquired After Reaching ID

.Coarse spacing (>30 ft).

.No predict ahead ability
unless drilling is
interrupted.

.Lost rig time (8 to 48 hrs).

♦♦Downhole Wireline Receiver

.Expensive tool.

.Borehole and tool risk.

.Tool lockina, casing, and
hole conditions affect
signal.

.Highly deviated holes or
very nigh temperatures may
restrict VSP data
acquisition.

♦♦Surface Source

.Expensive to record data
at multiple surface
locations.

.Difficult or impossible to
access and permit many
locations.

♦♦Variable source-to-earth
coupling of surface source
may limit signal-to-noise
and bandwidth.



Fig. 1—A comparison of forward (A) and inverse (B) VSPsource and receiver geometries. S is tlie
source and G is the receiving geophone.
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Fig. 2—An illustration from Fessenden's 1917 patent proposing tlie use of
a borehole seismic source (item 15 in figure) for subsurface imaging
of geological anomalies.
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Fig. 3—Boreliole sources typically generate tube waves, which in turn create secon
dary wavefields at each Impedance contrast in the source well (Hardage,
1985).
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Fig. 4—A crosshole wavefieldgenerated by a borehole airgun. All events following
Si, the primary shear event, are secondary P and S sources generated
by the tube waves (Parrott, 1980).
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Fig. 8—A comparison of the subsurface imagery provided by TOMEX and conventional, forward VSP (Rector,
eta/., 1988).
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Fig. 9—An example of an offshore TOMEX wavefield.
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Fig. 10—A comparison of the checkshot times provided by the downhole drill bit wavefield in
Figure 9 and a conventional alrgun checkshot survey.
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ABSTRACT

Reservoir geophysics is emerging as a recognizable discipline.
One of the most Interesting developments is geophysical moni
toring ofactive reservoir production processesusedforsecondary
andtertiary recovery. Advances ingeophysical survey techniques
have Improved surface and borehole methods used for reservoir
delineation and description. These same techniquescan be used
to map changes in reservoir conditions caused by various types
of reservoir flooding. Reflection seismic, borehole seismicand
borehole electrical methods are discussed, with examples. The
uniqueaspect of monitoring with geophysics Is that the suweys
are repeated during field development. Comparison of the re
peated datasetsallows zonesofchange In geophysical response
to be mapped. Thesedata can be Interpreted, by working with
reservoir geologists and engineers, toreveal the di^rlbutlon of the
production processand then used In production planning.

INTRODUCTION

Geophysical techniques have traditionally been used to Improve
the chances of success Inexploration for oii and gas fields. They
are nowalso beingused as a meansof improving the chances of
effective reservoir exploitation, by improving resen/oir delineation
and description. Geophyslclsts are cun-ently working to extend
these techniques to monitoring of active secondary and tertiary
production processes. The Intention ofthis paper isto bring tothe
attention of engineers and geologists new techniques and
experimental resultsof geophysical monitoring.

In reservoir delineation and description, knowledge of lateral
continuity and heterogeneity provided by geophysical data Is
critical for ©(tending the geologic description away from the
weiibore. Figure 1 shows how geological, engineering and
geophysical studies are integrated to produce a primary cycle of
the reservoirdescription. Fromthisdescription a three-dimensional
model Is defined for reservoir simulation and perforrtiance
prediction. Plans for well locations, facility construction and
production rates, which define the economics of the field, are
based on this prediction. The accuracy of the reservoir model,
and thereforethe original geophysical, geological and engineering
data Input to thismodel, clearly has impact on the economics of
the field production. As the field Is developed, the cycle is
completed byintegrating newdata intothe reservoir description to
continuously update the model and optimize the production plan.

References and figures at end of paper.
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Inaddition to reservoir delineation and description, geophysics can
be used to monitor active reservoir processes such as
waterflooding, steamflooding, and fireflooding in secondary and
tertiary oil recovery programs. Figure 2 shows how geophysical
monitoring fits into the secondary and tertiary production cycles.
The main objective of monitoring Is to provide a volumetric
description of the flooding process as it occurs. These data are
used In combination with production and observation well history
to estimate recovery efficiency and plan the continuation of the
production cycle. Several case histories of geophysical
monitoring using 3-D reflection seismic (Greaves and Fulp, 1987;
Pulllnet al., 1S87; King et al.. 1988), crosshole seismic (Justice et
al.. 1S89; Bregman et al., 1989) and electrical methods (Dorfman
et al., 1977; Bartel, 1982) have been published. These studies
clearly demonstrate the advantages of monitoring thermal
enhanced oil recovery with geophysical techniques. It Is expected
that geophysics willalso be applied to monitoring chemical floods,
reservoir gas or injection gas distribution, and hydraulic reservoir
fracturing, as technology Is Improved.

Several developments over recent years have stimulated new ideas
in geophysics which are especially applicable to reservoir
monitoring. The most Important concept In monitoring Is that
geophysical surveys can be repeated with great precision at
various times during reservoir depletion. Changes In geophysical
response can be used to determine direction, lateral extent and
volume of the reservoir affected by active engineering processes.
The use of geophysical methods to detect a relative change In
tlme^llfferentlal data sets, rather than to resolve change In a single
data set, is a powerful approach. Relative accuracy and precision
of data sets is higher than the resolution of individual events
within the data set. So, even Ifa reservoir is too deep, too thin or
too complex to be resolved or imaged by a geophysical method
it may still be possible to detect changes occurring within the
reservoir over a period of time. As long as sufficient resolution is
available to detect some physical parameter (such as direction or
lateral extent of the production process being monitored), the
survey will provide valuable infonnation about the distribution of
the flooding within the reservoir.

The most successful geophysical technique for mapping large
scale reservoir processes is 3-D reflection seismic surveying. The
images retrieved from these data sets can directly map the areal
and vertical changes In seismic properties associated with the
flood distribution. Many 3-D sun/eys are now being collected over
existing fields to Improve the delineation and description of
reservoirs. These same surveys can be used as baseline data sets
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to which later monitoring surveys can be compared. Con'elating
the changes in seismic parameters to reservoir properties is an
important subject of research in reservoir geophysics.
Improvements inborehole geophysical methods may provMe this
type of calibration and also allow these methods to be used for
monitoring.

For borehole seismic methods, developments In non-destructive
borehole sources have made crosshole surveys a practical
geophysical technique (Kennedy etal., 1988, Paulsson, 1988). The
vertical resolution of inten/vell images obtained with crosshole
seismicsurveys is higherthan that attainablewith surface seismic,
especially when imaging deep or thin reservoirs, or when
monitoring thinzones within a reservoir (Hanls,1988). Crosshole
sun/eys can be an important aid in calibrating surkice seismic
surveysused to estimatelateral variation ofvelocity and densityIn
a reservoir(Beydounet al., 1989). Crosshole surveys can also be
repeated in time for direct monitoring purposes orfor c^ibration
of changes obsen/ed in surface seismic surveys (Justice et al.,
1989).

Thedevelopmentofboreholeelectric/electromagnetictransmitters
and receivers for crosshole and surtece-to-borehole surveys has
raised the possibilityof reservoir-scaleelectricalsurveys (Aschand
Mon^ison, 1989). Electrical methods respond differently to rocl<
and fluid properties than do seismic methods (Dyck and Young,
1985), and are inherently of lower resolution. In some cases of
reservoir description or monitoring, electrical surveys could l)e
used to complement or calibrate seismic techniques by locating
fracture zones or faults and estimating porosity and fluid satura
tion. The low resolution of tradition^ surtece-transmitter to
surface-receiver surveys Issignificantlyimproved withcrosshole or
surface-to-borehoie arrays and if repeated surveys are used to
detect and map the area of change, these trarehoie techniques
may provide sufficient resolution for monitoring reservoir flood
distribution.

The techniques described above provide measurements of
geophysical parametersofthe reservoir such as velocity, density,
attenuation and resistivity. Mapping the distribution of change of
these properties in the resen/oir is the main objective of the
resen/oir geophyslcist Involved in monitoring. However,a further
goal Isto moredirectly Impact the reservoir engineering modelby
relatingthese properties to time-varying reservoir conditions such
as temperature, saturation and pore pressure. Nur has published
several studies (e.g. Nuret al., 1984; Nur, 1987)that Illustrate the
complexity Involved in relating seismic properties to reservoir
conditions. Changes Inreservoir conditions appear to affectmany
geophysical properties simultaneously, so that only very limited
correlations can be made. For examii^e, decreased seismic velo
city con-elates directly with Increased reservoir temperature, but
only if the reservoir has a high oil saturation. Resistivity is also
sensitiveto reservoirtemperature butdepends on the level of brine
saturation. High levels of gas saturation Increase attenuation but
so do high temperatures. Zones of high pore pressure affect
velocity but this depends on overburden pressure. By careful
integration of geological and engineering data into geophysical
studies for a particular field these correlations can be better
constrained. The most effectiveway Inwhich this Integration can
occur, is ifthe geophyslcist wori<s closely withthe geologist and
engineer during all phases of field development.

Basic Procedure for Reservoir Monitoring

For all monitoring surveys the basic steps are the same:

1) Choose the geophysicalmethodmost appropriate
for monitoring the particular reservoir and
production process. This decision must be based
on reservoir characteristics and expectations of
changes in properties due to the process versus
the capabilities of the geophysical methods, as
well as economic considerations.

2) Collect a baseline data set either before the
reservoir process Is begun, or at any reference
point during the production process from which
knowledge of relativechange Is desired.
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3) Collect another data set at a later date which
duplicates as closely as possible the baseline
acquisition parameters.

4) Subtract the new data from the baseline data to
delineate areas In which the response has
changed.

5) Interpret these changes In terms of production
process parameters and provide a description of
the volumetric distribution.

6) Repeat steps 3 to 5 as oftenas necessary through
the life of the production process.

GEOPHYSICAL RESOLUTION AND DETECTION

Periiaps the most Important factors that determine the success of
geophysical monitoring techniques are resolution and detection
limits. Both describe limits of physical scale in the data.
Resolution limit is the minimum separation for two features to be
distinguished. Detection limit is the minimum size of a feature or
contrast In property that produces a measurable response. In
order to detect changes in reservoir conditions, associated
changes In geophysical properties of the resen/oir must produce
a response greater than the nojse-level of the data. In order to
resolve changes In reservoir conditions, associated changes in
geophysical properties in the reservoir must occur over a distance
greater than the resolution limit of the data. It Is thus Important to
understand how physical properties Influence the geophysical
signals In order to define and improve resolution arid detection
limits.

A seismic wavefleld Is sensitive to differences in rock and fluid
properties, such as porosity, llthology, thickness, and fluid type.
This sensitivity can be expressed in temns of variations of certain
attributes of the measured seismic response Including amplitude,
phase, frequency, and traveltlme. High-quality measurements
require both a good signal-to-noise ratio and a wide frequency
bandwkith. The seismic character depends on the frequency
response of the seismic signal which, in turn, controls the shape
and duration of the seismic pulse. The spatial resolution of events
ina seismic Image depends on many things, includingthe seismic
signal, the acquisition geometry, the physical properties of the
reservoir and overisurden, and the data processing technique.
Since the earth is a disslpative medium, seismic resolution
decreases with propagation distance. Anapproximate limit to the
spatial resolution is usually estimated as one fourth of the signal's
dominant wavelength (Widess, 1973). For surface seismic, the
dominant wavelength is Inthe range of tens of meters whereas for
borehole seismic It can be In the range of meters. The spatial
detection limit of surface seismic data is a fraction of the
resolution limit, estimated by Sheriff (1980) to be one thirtieth of
the wavelength.

The response of electrical and electromagnetic techniques
depends on electrical resistivity of the rock, which. In turn, is
controlled by the flukl resistivity and shape of the pore space.
Issues of resolution and detectabllity are more difficult to quantify
than for seismic methods since they cannot be expressed intenns
of dominant wavelength. The measured response originates from
a certain radius of investigation,which depends on the frequency
of the operation, source-receiver configuration and spatial
distribution of resistivity. With adequate spatial coverage, it Is
normallypossible to resolve major resistivity boundaries to about
ten percent of their distance from the source or receiver. By
moving the source and/or receiver into the borehole, and
therefore, closer to the reservoir, resolution is greatly Improved.
Inthe analysisof electric/EM data, eitherfor reservoir description
or monitoring, a priori knowledgeof reservoirgeometry Improves
the accuracy of resistivity estimates. This geometry can be
interpretedfrom seismic and welllog data. Detectabllity is further
enhanced by differencingrepeated sun/eys. Because the reservoir
geometry is constrained, subtle changes In observed resistivity
may be used to map the distribution of the flood front.
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This discussion suggests that integration of different types of
geophysicaldata can improveresolutionand detection. Typically,
surface seismic tends to have better vertical resolution (from10 to
100 m) than horizontal resolution (from30 to 150 m) but good
azimuthal sampling (areal coverage). In contrast, borehole
seismic has generally very poor azimuthal sampling (due to the
limitednumber of weils), but good vertical and radial or horizontal
resolution ranging from 10 to 50 m for vertical seismic profiles
(VSP), 1-10 m for cross-well seismic (CWS) and sub-meter
resolution for full waveform sonic logging (FWS). In sedimentary
rock, the high resolution of borehole data is limited to Interwell
distances which extend up to 500 m for VSP's and CWS,and 1-10
m for FWS. Cross-well and borehole-to-surface electric and
dectromagnetlc data has lower resolution but can be used to
detect certain resewoir properties. The electric/ EM data will help
to constrain estimates of reservoir properties infen'ed from seismic
data. Reservoir monitoring and reservoir description can be
accomplished on an individual basis by surfece seismic, borehole
seismic or electrical methods but the best results will be achieved
by their combination. Integration and calibration of surface
seismic with borehole seismic and electric/EM data allows the
surfece seismic to be used to map more details In reservoir
properties than would be possible from surface data alone.

Reflection Seismic Survevina

Seismic reflection surveying is the most prominent technique In
reservoir geophysics. Most commonly, 3-D seismic sun/eying Is
used because it provides more lateral detail and better resolution
than conventional 2-D seismic sun/eying. Robertson (1989)
discusses a variety of ways In which this method can be used in
reservoir development to both Increase proven reserves and
reduce production costs. For reservoir delineation and
description, seismic data is used to map structure, thickness,
continuity, lateral extent and In some cases the gas/oEl or
gas/water contact (Anstey. 1982). Sophisticated techniques in
seismic data analysis can be used to estimate such parameters as
velocity and density (Parsons, 1986) or porosity (Doyen, 1988).
On an experimental basis, seismic reflection data has been used
to followchanges in gas saturation, water saturation and reservoir
temperature (Greaves and Fulp, 1987; Puliin et al., 1987; King et
al., 1988). Since seismic reflections are sensitive to porosity, it is
possible that they could also be used to monitor hydraulic
fracturing of reservoir fonnations.

The fundamental mechanism that generates the reflection of
seismic waves In the earth Is a contrast in acoustic Impedance
(the product of velocityand density). Reflectionsare generated at
contacts having a contrast in velocity or density or both. Not all
these boundaries mark lithologic change (for instance the
gas/liquid contact), but for the most part In interpretation they are
treated as such.

In the analysis of reflection data for reservoir monitoring, interval
traveltime and reflection wavelet character are compared from
repeated data sets. From each 3-Ddata volume (Rgure 3), 2-D
seismic profilesand horizontal time slices are used to view and
interpret survey results. It Is assumed that reservoir stnjcture,
thickness etc., are not altered by the production process. Interval
traveltime, the time difference between the reflections from the top
and bottom of the reservoir (or reflectionsfrom above and below
the reservoir ifthe reservoir Is too thin to be resolved). Is explicitly
a function of interval velocity. For reservoir description this Is
used to map reservoir thickness. For reservoir monitoring,
differences in Interval traveltime from comparison of seismic
surveys are directly attributed to change Ininterval velocity caused
by the production process. These changes are then mappedto
showthe region affected by the reservoir process tothat i^Int in
time (e.g., de Buyi, 1989).

Attempts to use seismic reflection character to extract reservoir
rock parameters likelithology and porosityhave been the subject
of much research (e.g. Domenico, 1984). This can involve very
complicated analysis of dispersion, attenuation, anisotropy, etc.
However,for monitoring,the analysis can be very straightfonvard
and limitedto well-knownrelationships: (1) The seismic reflection
occurs at an impedance boundary. (2) the amplitude of the
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reflection is directly proportional to the magnitude of the
Impedance contrast and (3)seismic amplitude generally attenuates
with propagation.

Any change in velocity and/or density on either skie of the
boundary will change the reflection amplitude. For instance, the
amplitude from the top of a reservoir in many cases Increases
sharply over the gas cap. It Is well known that a small Increase In
gas saturation in a fluid filled reservoir causes a large decrease in
compressional wave velocity (Domenico, 1976). The high ampli
tude reflection caused by this is refen-ed to as a 'bright spot'.
Unfortunately, anomalous amplitudes can also be caused by other
sedimentary events like coal stringers, hard streaks due to
changes in cementation in the reservoir and changes in cap rock
lithology. In process monitoring, these complications are
eliminated in the comparison of data sets. Production processes
which alter gas saturation, pressure, or temperature over time will
cause changes Indensity, velocity and attenuation estimated from
the seismic data.

Figure 4, from Greaves and Fulp (1987), shows an example of
amplitude change due to increased gas saturation in a reservoir
undergoing fireflooding for enhanced oil recovery, in this figure,
the same seismic profile from pre-bum, mki-bum and post-bum
3-D surveys is compared. In the pre-bum profile, the reflection
from the thin sand reservoir, shown by the an-ows, is a very low
amplitude event compared to the bright reflection below it, which
Is from a limestone formation. Several months after Ignition
(mid-burn) the amplitude of the reflection has Increased
significantly over a portion of the reservoir. In the final post-bum
survey this high amplitude reflection zone has further increased in
lateral extent. Since the fireflood produces a large volume of
combustion gas which Is pushed ahead of the firefront, the
mapped boundary Is not necessarily the same as the clean burnt
zone actually swept by the process. However, the area of
increased amplitude does map the zone of increased gas
saturation which was interpreted for determination of the direction
and maximum extent of bum effects.

Another approach is to map the attenuation of reflection amplitude
due to transmission loss. In general, a decrease in velocity is
accompanied by an Increase in attenuation. Because attenuation
Is a propagation effect, the anomalous zone of attenuation will be
obsen/ed in reflections from the base of the reservoir and from
formations below the reservoir. The region of decreased
amplitude in the shadow of the anomalous attenuation is called a
'dim spot'. An example from the fireflood monitoring is shown In
Figure 5. Reflection envelope amplitude, calculated from the
measured amplitude, of the pre-bum reflectionfrom the limestone
below the reservoir was subtracted from the mkJ-bum and post-
bum envelope amplitude. The results are mapped as horizon
slices through the differenced 3-D data volumes. The observed
dim spots show that the fireflood propagated predominantly to the
south, and by mid-bum had covered much of the area within the
five-spot well pattem. The mid-bum dim spot was interpreted as
indicativeof the sweep of the fireflood Including the combustion
gases pushed ahead of the bum. whereas the post-bum anomaly
was Interpreted as showing just the actual burned zone. The
mki-bum amplitudes were calibrated using post-bum core data to
estimate net burn thickness. Rgure 6 shows a map of net bum
thickness calculated from the seismic data and Is overlain, for
comparison,bycontours ofnet bumthicknessmeasured Incores.
The con-elationis good enough to suggest that the seismic could
be used to replace some or ailcoring normally done to determine
fireflood extent and bum volume.

borehole seismic

Borehole seismic data has predominantly t>een used to calibrate
surface seismic data, especially for time-to-depth conversion. By
the very nature of the acquisition geometry, the useful part of
surface seismicdata contains onlya portion of the total seismic
wavefield generated by a seismic source, namely that portion
reflected upwards from the subsurface. Borehole seismic. In
contrast, can record a greater proportion of the seismic wavefield
due to Itsacquisition geometry. Depending on the details of the
geometry, this may Include any or all of the transmitted and
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reflected shear (S) and compression (P) waves, head and guided
waves, and wave conversions (Rgure 7). A n^Jor benefit of
recording this multitude of components is that they can be used
to provide improved estimation of reservoir properties for reservoir
description or monitoring.

Borehole seismic techniques that are cun-entiyin experimental or
operational use for reservoir characterization and monitoring are:
vertical seismic profiling (VSP), cross-well seismic (CWS), and
full-waveform sonic logging (FWS). Although their acquisition
geometry, seismic wavefield and frequency content may be differ
ent, they ail share some common properties. They require that at
least one(for VSP and FWS) orsever^ wells In theareaofInterest
be used to collect data. Also, these data, as well as surfoce
seismic, satisfy the same wave equation which govems the propa
gation of the elastic wavefield In the earth. This enables the
Integration of data from different seismic techniques to be done In
a direct manner.

Cross-hole seismic, in particular, is an area where substantial
efforts In technology and processing techniques are being
undertaken. Improvements in downhole source technology have
been driving this effort but there are still some years of
development needed to reach the level of maturity of surface
sources. Although no single tool Is expected to perfomi all tasks,
the ideal source would be powerful but non-destructive, repetitive,
reliable and depth-independent. This source should kleally
generate a broad frequency bandwidth In both P-waves and
S-waves, have a rapid cycle time (less than 30 seconds), operate
on a wireline, In high temperature conditions (up to 500 degrees
F),and incased and open holes withInnerdiameters rangingfrom
five to twelve inches. Cun-entiy, several downhole sources, such
as the Bolt alrgun (Lee et al., 1984), SWRI bender (Balogh et al.,
1989), IFP welghtdrop (Delvaux et al., 1987), and Westem's
swept-frequency resonator (Kennedyet al., 1989)are being tested
for crosshole and borehole-to-surface measurements.

It was demonstrated In 1971 by Bols et al., that first arrival times
In cross-well seismic data yield a smooth Image of the velocity
field between wells. This technique, known as transmission
seismic tomography, has been used In several enhanced oil
recovery projects (Peterson et al., 1985; Macrkles et al., 1988;
Justice et al., 1989; Bregman et al., 1989). The basic concept of
the technique is shown In Figure 8, in which the travelpath of
seismic rays for an EOR fireflood model are shown between two
wells, with receiver positions In one and source positions In the
other. Analysis of such data produces a cross-section showing
zones of lowvelocity caused by the bum or combustiongas. An
exampleof such traveltime tomography is shown in Rgure 9, from
Bregman et al (1989). Velocity has been estimated from the first
an-lval traveitlmes observed between two wells after a fireflood had
partially swept the reservoir. The zone of extreme low velocity
obsen/ed Isattributed to gas produced bythe fireflood process.

A difficulty with traveltime tomography Is that the direct arrival
traveipaths tend to bend around low velocity zones, as seen In
Figure 8, limiting the resolution of such zones. Imaging of these
areas can best be achieved using the complete wavefield. How
ever, use of the seismic wavefield for other than first arrival times
requires more stringent conditions on the downhole source. So
far, mostdownhole sources produce good first arrivals, but only
a few produceobservable scattered wavefield data following the
first arrival. The scattered wavefield contains much valuatile
information about the reservoir. Scattered waves are the partof
the wavefield which consist of reflections, diffractions and
converted transmissions emanating from fluid and solid
heterogeneities in the reservoir. An example of reflection
waveforms from a crossholeexperiment by Beydoun et al (1989)
Is shown In Rgure 10. If these waves are Isolated from the total
wavefield, and used ina diffraction tomography technique, they
yield high-resolution seismic Images of the resen/oir which are
complementary to Images obtained by traveltime tomography
techniques. In Rgure 11, examples of full wavefomi crosshole
datahave been Imaged and inverted for density. In this figure the
streamer data Image used, as Input, the reflection wavefonn data
shown In Rgure 10. The correlation ofthe reflection tomogram
estimate ofdensity frho' In Rgure11) to well logdensity Is
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reasonably good, especially at the reservoir level. This type of
data analysis, using the scattered wavefield, could also beused to
map. In detail, any anomalous zones in density orvelocity caused
by a tertiary production process.

Electrical and Electromagnetic Methods

Electrical methods operate at d.c. (zero-frequency), while
electromagnetic (EM) methods utilize time-varying fields. Unlike
seismic methods, the response of electric and electromagnetic
methods depends onthe resistivity (or Its Inverse, conductivity) of
the medium. The electrical conductivity of reservoir rocks
depends primarily onthefluid content and the nature of the pore
space, and therefore can beused toevaluate resen/olr properties
such as porosity, permeability and flukJ saturation. The electrical
properties of reservoir and associated rocks are well-known from
well logging, but only limited modeling ofreservoir process effects
on reservoir scaleelectrical responsehas beendone. ItIsknown,
however, that resistivity of reservoir rocks Isa strong function of
saturation and temperature (Keller and Frischknecht. 1966;
Waxman and Thomas, 1972), and therefore temperature and
saturation may be Interpreted from reservoir-scale electrical or
electromagnetic measurements.

The disadvantage ofelectrical and electromagnetic techniques is
the relatlv^y poor resolution and depth of Investigation compared
to seismic. The resolution of surface-based electric methods is
severely hampered by variations In the weathered overburden. It
has lieen known that crosshole or hole-to-surface electrical or
electromagnetic methods would overcome these problems to a
large extent, but. until recently, modeling and hardware limitations
have restricted our ability to model and cany out field
experiments. Limitations associated vrfth the resolution of
electrical and electromagnetic methods are further reduced by
differencing over time the response from a dynamic reservoir
process, such as EOR. With constraints on the geometry and
range ofexpe^ resistivities, reasonable estimates ofthe location
of the EOR front can be made.

D.C. Electri«>i Techniques- D.C. resistivity methods are the
simplest todescribe mathematically and model numerically, and
are the easiest to Implement in the field. They were first
developed by the Schlumberger brothere in the 1920's, and are
the basisofthe laterolog. Both sources and receivers consist of
electrodes which aregrounded In the earth orconductive fluid. A
direct cun-ent isInjected Into theearth via transmitting electrodes,
and the potential difference is measured between receiving
electrodes. Just as electric logs are run Inopen holeconditions
to eliminate the shielding effect of steel casing, borehole sources
and receivers for crosshole or borehole-to-surfacesurveys must
be located in perforated fiberglass or PVC casing with fluW
contact The depth of penetration of d.c. electrical techniques
depends only onthegeometry ofthetransmitting/receiving anay.
Increasing the transmitter to receiver separation increases the
depthof investigation, butdecreases resolution.

Anumber ofrecent papers have demonstrated thefeasibility ofthe
cross-borehole and borehole-to-surface configurations, for d.c.
resistivity tomography todetect fractures In environmental studies
(Beasley and Ward, 1986),to monitor geothennal (Wilt etal.. 1983)
and nuclear waste (Asch and Morrison. 1989) injection. With
cun-ent technology It Is now possible to repeat d.c. resistivity
measurements with an accuracy of 0.1 percent (Morrison and
Fernandez. 1986). Arecent experiment carried out by Bevc et al
(1989) uses the d.c. resistivity technique to monitor the progress
of a steam flood. The geometry, known as Vertical Electrical
Profiling. Is employed to map changes in the subsurface
distribution ofresistivity as the steamflood progresses. Current Is
Injected through electrodes located at different depths In a well
cased with alternating steel and fiberglass segments. The
acquisition geometry consists of a radial anay of surtece
electrodes. Measurements are made at various times during the
course of the steamflood.

A proposed geometry for use In a crosshole an^y was modeled
by B^ey (1989) using an integralequation approach. A model
representing a steam flood emanating from an Injectionwell Is
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